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1. Use vo Practical Application of ERTS Data: 

ERTS-1 data are surrogates for information about the environment and its 
resources. Interpretation glves meaning to such remotely-sensed data and thus 
is crucial to understanding the benefits that may accrue from the whole activity. 

Three levels of interpretation may be recognized and often may be employed 
to derive information from a single image or data format: 

(1) rapid recognition, or  interpretation of obvious or  self-explanatory in- 
formation. This level of interpretation may be undertaken by anyone 
who has appreciation of scale, maps and regional geograihy. 

(2) skilled interpretation. This level is discipline-oriented and may be 
carried out by a specialist or team of specialiate. The interpretation 
is still relatively simple, often comprlslng only visual analysis, but it 
may include machine enhancement of major contraste in spectral, spa- 
tial o r  temporal aspects of the data. Skilled interpretation depends 
upm local expertise and specialized knowledge about resotlrces and the 
environment. It need not require geometric correction or spesial 
equipment and training, other than that norIIlally received by specialiets 
in their disciplines and in the methodologiee of air-photo interpretation. 

(3) automated intemretaticm, or s p e d ,  spatial and tempo~.al analysis. 
This level of interpretation is inachine-assisted, complex and relatively 
apeneive. The producta are tables, print-outs, claseificatime ~ E G  
other data formate that mud be valfdated by human knowledge and ex- 
perienoe in order to provide ueeful information. The relevant method- 
ologies are atill largely experimental bat they hold promlee for pro- 
viding much new information. 

Interpretation per se  ie not an application, although it may we ERT8 data. 
Thin in lere a problem of remantias and more a problem of underatanding. For 
example, anyone can use EMTS data by aLmply looldng 3 an huge, or other 
format, an an aenthetlo exercrire in art apprecia-. On b ather band, when 
the obwrver baglnr to dertve practical informntlon from pattern8 and oanhmb, 
m h  a ltwW heomen a "pObnW18pplioatl011~~. It beoomer a ttprsotrid 
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application" when the data are systematically acquired in order to meet recog- 
nized economic ant. mc:ial goals. Thus, research to see wheth :r ERTS-data 
can be used for a certain purpose i s  not really an application, although obviously 
the data are being used. Accordingly, the criterion for practical application is 
an imminent return on societyts investment rather than an addition to scientific 
knowledge. Obviously the cut-off point, if u d  thc definition, is controversial. 

In this practical context, the reality of applications for ERTS-data is 
determined by three factors: the timeliness of interpretation, the need for the 
derived information and the cost-effectiveness compared to other methods for 
acquiring comparable infomation. Of these three factors, the need for derived 
information can be assessed now in terms of -- current information systems that 
a re  being used to manage the environment 2nd resources. Need, however, is a 
very impreciee concept and will, unfortunately, vary from user to u7er. The 
timeliness of simple levels of interpretation i s  readily apparent, especially when 
compared Mth interpretation of more voluminous data, for example from aerial 
surveys. Moreover, the needs for new data, new fnformation and more sophisti- 
cated interpretation will develop more slowly. Cost-effectiveness may be un- 
reliable at this early stage in the development of orbital sensing systems; but 
where else can one obtain myriad d ~ t a  for an are& of 31,000 square kilometres 
at  the c o d  of a few dollars? 

In the last analysis, the practicality of any application depends rn the 
user's need for some or  all of the ERTS-data. Undoubtedly, the most immd!ate 
benefita will result from the simple methods of interpretation. However, in no 
way does this imply that the best applications or  the greatest becefits will also 
accruz from those methods. Such judgements a re  best made in the light of 
history. 

Within this framework of immediate practical application, there is 
much evidence that one immediate benefit from ERT8 will be improved efflciency 
in plannfng for and opgratim of programs of regional geological mappfng. The 
following r e d t e ,  whlch should be coneidered as  tentative, were obtained by 
simple interpretation at #c skilled level using M88 b d  6 only. Images were 
acquired tmder both summer and early a t e r  cmditione in two areas of the 
Canadian Arctic for which geologlc~l and geomorphologiccl mapping had been 
completed. No field work o r  other calibrative studlee have been conducted 
epe=iflcally in support of #!.a interpretation. 

2. ERT8-I Images for Northern Y u h  

In the winter image of the Richarclean Mountalas (Figure 1). the pat- 
tams of infrared reflectance can be r e M j  grouped into 5 olaeses (A to E on 



Fl- 1. ERTS-I imaged Richadam Motmfalm urea: mrIy rlntsr, CA. 9/72: om slmtloc, 17'; n. 
g m m d c  c o r r c d ~ ~  M S  band 8. 



Figure 1). B & D may be equivalent classes. By comparison with the prelimi- 
nary geological map (Norris et. al., 1963); it is apparent that the class A re- 
flectance pattern represents Cretaceous shales (crosshatched unit 13 on ,igure 
2), class B represents a group of upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic clastics (units 
8, 9 & 12 on Figure 2). class C represents two Paleozoic carbonates (units 3 & 
6 on Figure 2) and class D represents the same units as class B. Class E re- 
flectance patteins represent poorly-drained alluvium overlying Cretaceous, and 
lesser Devnnian, clastics. The A D ,  B/C and C/D boundaries are fairly sharp 
and they coincide with geological boundaries of certain formations or groups of 
formations (c.f. Figures 1 & 2). The D/E boundary i s  not readily defined and 
no correlation with mapped featwes is apparent. Except in this latter case. the 
coincid,-nce of boundaries is i-emarkable as  may be demonstrated by superim- 
posing a transparency of the ERTS image on the map at the same scale. There 
a re  several naticeable discrepancies; however, their causes have not yet been 
established. Such discrepancies may well represent geo!ogical features that 
were not indicated on the preliminary map. For example, sharp contrasts along 
the B/C and C/D boundaries (as indicated in green on Figure 2) suggest that these 
boundaries may be faulted contacts. 

In the more highly folded rocks of the Ogilvy Mountains area (Figure 3), 
similar contr&,sts in lighology are zat a s  clearly indicated by MSS band 6. The 
high reflectance patterns at F (Figure 3) represent three Paleozoic carbonates 
(units 5, 6 & 7 on Figure 2: similar to those represented by class C reflectances 
(Figure 1). However the high reflectances at G (Figure 31 also represent Pre- 
cambrian quartizites, clzstics and associated rocks. The Paleozoic and Meso- 
zoic clastics are  separable from the above rocks an the basis of reflectance 
(compare H and I with F and G on Figure 3). Indeed, with further experience 
the separation of Paleozoic clastics (at H, Figure 3) from Mesozoic (at I, Figure 
3) may be feasible. South of the map area (Figure 2), the highly reflective 
classes appear to comprise a wide variety of rocks (c.f. Green, 1972). Investi- 
gation of the multispedral characteristics of these rocks has not get been under- 
taken. The characteristic patterns used in classifyfng the reflectances for MSS 
band 6 are  also present on the summer images, although they a r e  much less 
appareht (compare "a1' on each of Figures 3 & 4). 

Structu~al elements for all of these rocks a re  clearly portxrryed an the 
early winter imagery {compare Figures 2 & 3). In particular, note the folds 
and faults (such a s  indicated in green on Figure 2) which were no0 recorded on 
the preliminaq geological map. Many of these structural elements are  also 
visible on summe;* imagery altho- commonly wfth less clarity (~ompare YQ- 
ures 3 & 4). Also note that the incised valleys of the lower Peel River (at "b" 
on Figure 1) awe emphasized on the early winter imagery. On other ERTS- 
images of Arctic terrain, such features aa drumlins, eskers and glacial fluting6 





Figme 3. ERTB-1 Lmage af Oglhle Mombins  area; early whhr, Oct. B/T21 rrrm eImatlw, 18'; no 
geomatric rorrdm: MSS band 6 
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~ 1 -  4. rmap Ogllde ~ & i n s  area; summer, Jtdy 30/12; LWJI elw~tlm. 42' : no 
geomeMe eorreetl~; M S  band 6. 



also appear t o  be brrst dispIayd on early winter images. On the other hand, 
morainic tupmaphy and arient~d Inkes are  most cIr?arly seen on summer 
images. 

3. E R n - I  Images for Bathurst Inlet area, N, it'. T, 

The winter image of the Bathurst h1et area (Figure 5 )  cIenrly reveals the 
folded basin of Proterozoic sediments which ts partly rimmed by pbbro si1le 
(Figure 6). These Proterozoic rocks lie uncomfnrmablv on steeplv dipping 
Archean gncisses, granites and rnetasediments. The sills commonly have a 
relief of 100-200 feet but occasionally form hills up to 800 feet in height. Note 
that stratification of the Goulborn quartzite (G in Figures 5 and 6) is well dis- 
played and that the direcffon of dip can k inferred from the outcrop patterns of 
marker horizons. A numb~r of folds and faults are visible in the Proterozoic, 
especiaIIp the major scarp of tfie Bathurst Fault zone which has relief of 300 to 
1000 feet. Several t~terpreted and p~eviously unma~ped faults are indicated (Ln 
green on Figure 6). Many o t k r  linear features are also visible in the Archean 
rocks. &me of these coincide with mapped faults; others probably represent 
faults and joints that are not indicakd on the preliminary map. Thew features 
are best displayed whcre associeted relief is of the order of roo feet or more. 
Several ggbbro dykes with relief of a b ~ t  10C feet are also visible on the Image 
(compare Figuras 5 and b) although most dykes are noL apparent. Pleistocene 
deposits are also evident, ~r t i cu lar ly  eskers which =rely exceed 100 feet ic 
height, Most of thesc features are not visible on the summer image (compare 
common areas socth-west of Bathusst Inlet on- Figures 6 and 7). 

The high infrdrwl reflectance (A on Figures 7 & 8) of areae within the Cor- 
matior! Gxlf ZowEands (Eird & Eird, 1961) is the most prombent crakast In 
terrain reCechce of the summer imige from. Bathumt Inlet. Several areas 
autside the lowlands nave similar reflectances (e.g. B aml C on Flgures 7 % 8). 
As o=rtlfnd below, these cmhsts are interpreted aa B e  ctlnsequencc 3f major 
differences fn vegetative cover between the abundant vegetabon in the lowlands 
and the sparsely covered to bare uplands. 

The Mackeqzie Uplands (Bird & Bird, 1961) comprise bedmk with a tlfn 
and dlscmtiwous veneer of boulder-till. The well-rlrahed s d n c e  w r t s  
d y  scattered tussocks of m a s ,  patcSes of lichen and mcasianal mar&? 
bmdra. On the other hand, the Cornnation Gulf Lowlands comprise clay-ttll 
and bedrock which are largely covered by marlne silts at elwatione Ieea than 
&bout 400 feet above nea Twel (Fibnre 8). The swrface ie pr~orZy drained and ia 
covered by a relatIvelp luxdous growth of vegetaff on (Bird & Bird, 1961). 
Graeses, aedgp tuseocks, marshy WAia md flowering plartts are ~hmcht. 
W d y  shrub thicketa are common, eapecially on the west side of ]Bath& Inlet 
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The highly reflective area at B (Figure 8) coincides with a greenstone belt 
surrounded by granitic gneisses. In view cf the prevalent surficial deposits and 
low elevation, both at B and at other similar locations (in green, Figure 8), the 
high reflectances are interpreted a s  similar lowlands co~~t;red by marine silts 
and abundant vegetation. Several areas of low reflectance in the lowlands (north 
of A in Figure 7) ccrrelate with large outcrops of gabbro. 

4. Summarv of Results 

These preliminary ir:terpretations indicate that early winter conditions are 
advantageous for observing some geological features in the Arctic because: 

(1) the thin snow cover suppresses terrain "noise" from vegetation, soils, 
rocks anu water and thus presents a uniformly reflective sclrface with 
irregularities that have geological and geomorphological s i~ i f icance ;  

(2) the low inclination of the sun accentuates texturd patterns and surface 
irregularities with shadowing analogo~ic! to side-looking .tdar. 

In conjunction, these two conditions of early winter serve to em?hasize struc- 
ture, relief and texture of the terrain surface. Where such features reflect 
rock-type, geological format' 7ns may be broadly classified and their boundaries 
delineated. 

On the other hand, the summer imagery serves to delineate soil-vegetation 
complexes and the bomdaries of water bodies more precisely than winter 
imagery. 

In brief, both summer a d  early winter images provide common information 
useful to the geologist, but in addition each set of seasonal images provides 
equally useful information that is not readily derived from the other set. 

5. Benefits from ERTS-1 Data 

Programs of geological and geomorphologica~ mapping for northern Canada 
are  commonly plan~ed in the winter and comp:eted in about 3 months during the 
summer. For large areas, such rapid mapping usually requires a team of 5 o r  
6 professionals, support staff and several helicopters to assure representative 
sampling of all the rock formatima. Grosa structure may be outlined from 
aerial photos before field operations but is refined, augmented and corrected 
by field obserqations. Rock claeaificatione dqeod on essential field and labor- 
atory studies. 



Had ERTS-1 images been available for the areas discussed *n thls paper, a 
significant saving in time and a more efficient mapping propan, might have 
been effected because the gross distribution of many geological and geamorpho- 
logical features is readllv apparent on a relatively few images. Thus ground 
traverses could have been morz effectively organized to sample the area and to 
provide essential details that cannot be de-rived from ERTS-images. It is dLficult 
to assess how much time might have been saved and used for other purposes. Ac- 
cordingly, a realistic benefit/cost ratio is equally difficult to evaluate. However, 
the practicality of applying ZRTS-data to assist regional mapping of both bedrc?ck 
and surficial deposits seems assured despite the experimental nature of ERTS. 
Once a full set of seasonal coverages has been acquired for an area, that set 
will suffice for most geological purposes except dynamic phenomena (e. g. ero- 
sion, landslides, volcanism). 

A further benefit to such mapping may accrue from enlargements of ERTS 
images. Preliminary assessment of enlargements to 1/250,000 and 1 /l(?C, 000 
suggest that they will comprise useful base maps for plotting data. Enlarge- 
ments to 1/30,000 have been prepared to test their use as base maps for flying 
aerial surveys. Cartographic quality i s  not expected and the size of the geo- 
metric errors is currently being assessed. 

6. Conclusions: 

6.1 Immediate benefits can be achieved by simple interpretation of ERTS 
images to provide information about the structure and disposition of 
geological formations. 

6.2 Simple interpretation of MSS band 6 provides no information about rock 
composition but, under certain limited conditions, it ma,y assist in the 
broad classification of rocks. 

6.3 Practical applications of ERTS-data will develop most readily where 
the underlying philosophy l'goes beyond finding how to do things right in 
order to find the right things to do1' (after Peter Drucker). 
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